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ABSTRACT Circuit switching is a de facto switching technology widely employed in today’s networks where the conventional approaches to routing have remained unchanged for many years. This paper develops a new and very different methodology, by incorporating a supervised naïve Bayes (NB) classifier, to assist least loaded (LL) routing and to further improve its performance that has remained the best among all the routing approach for the past several decades. Specifically, by iteratively learning the information of historical network snapshots, the NB classifier predicts potential future circuit blocking probability between each node pair if a service connection is established via a certain route between the node pair. The snapshots are taken for each service request arriving at an operating network that keeps on accepting and releasing dynamic service connections and records the number of busy capacity units on each link at each snapshot instance. The candidate route for serving a new request is selected based on both link loads and the potential future blocking probability in the entire network in case that this route is indeed used. The performance of the proposed approach is studied via simulations and compared with the conventional LL algorithm. The results indicate that the supervised NB classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm effectively reduces the blocking probability of service connections and outperforms the conventional LL routing algorithm. To speed up the learning process (which is based on a large number of network snapshots), we also develop a framework to incorporate the proposed approach in a parallel learning system. A network control system supporting online NB classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is also described.

INDEX TERMS Machine learning, naive Bayes classifier, least loaded routing, blocking probability, circuit switched network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Routing algorithms are essential for the efficient operation of circuit-switched networks and have been studied for many years. In general, these can be categorized as fixed shortest path routing [1]–[6], fixed-alternate path routing [7]–[10], and adaptive routing [11]–[16]. Fixed shortest path routing always selects a fixed shortest route between a pair of nodes to establish its service connections. Fixed-alternate path routing works with a set of routes for service establishment, rather than a single one. These are tried in sequence for the service establishment until all the routes are tried. Adaptive routing, also referred to as online routing, does not have a set of predetermined routes. Instead, it selects the most efficient route for each service request based on the current network status, e.g., capacity utilization on each link. Of these, the Least Loaded (LL) routing algorithm (or least congested routing algorithm) [17]–[21] has so far been the most efficient, exhibiting the lowest overall average connection blocking probability, and has remained so for the past several decades. Almost 70 years ago, Shannon [22] predicted the use of “machines for handling routing of telephone calls based on the individual circumstances rather than by fixed patterns.” As a step towards a realization of this prediction, this paper achieves further improvement of LL routing performance by incorporating a machine learning approach in the route selection process of the LL algorithm, which can further reduce potential blocking of service connections.

Circuit switching is the de facto switching technology widely adopted in today’s networks with very little change over the past several decades. We approach this problem here by redefining the routing methodology for the circuit-switched network by incorporating machine-learning...
techniques. This allows us to perform significantly better than the benchmark routing performance set by the traditional LL routing algorithm.

A. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

Machine learning (ML) techniques have become popular in many applications because they can provide frameworks for solving difficult problems. They have also been used to solve optimization problems in telecommunication networks. For example, for optical networks, Huang et al. [23] presented a set of intelligent pre-adjustment strategies enabled by machine learning to tackle spectrum defragmentation. Ohba et al. [24] applied Bayesian inference to a virtual network reconfiguration framework and introduced the Bayesian Attractor Model to infer the current traffic conditions. Barletta et al. [25] considered the probability that a candidate lightpath fails to meet Quality of Transmission (QoT) requirement and predicted this probability using random forests. Morales et al. [26] proposed a flow controller that enables metro controllers to share traffic modeling information with the core controller. Chen et al. [27] proposed a framework for a knowledge-based autonomous service provisioning which is enabled by a deep neural network-based traffic estimator for multi-domain software-defined elastic optical networks. Samadi et al. [28] proposed a neural network-based cognitive scalable method for dynamic provisioning of optical physical resources without need of prior network specific knowledge. Meng et al. [29] provided a self-learning network that uses real-time monitoring together with Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations. Similarly, in wireless networks, Forster [30] presented a survey of machine learning applications to data routing in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Russell et al. [31] presented an improved wireless adaptive routing protocol using machine learning techniques. Lee et al. [32] applied reinforcement learning for wireless network management to reduce protocol overhead and improve packet delivery ratio.

ML techniques have also been used in the circuit-switched network. Boyan and Littman [33] first applied the reinforcement learning technique for routing in circuit-switched networks. They presented a Q-routing algorithm, which discovers efficient routing policies in a dynamically changing network. Choi and Yeung [34] subsequently extended this to propose a gradient algorithm based on Q-routing. Recently, Li et al. [35] also employed a technique similar to reinforcement learning to train a set of fixed routes that are the best to establish service connections in circuit-switched optical networks. Leung et al. [36] proposed a neural network-based approach for blocking probability evaluation in optical networks, which can significantly accelerate its blocking probability evaluation. However, these circuit-switched routing algorithms are fixed route oriented, which significantly limits their overall routing performance due to inflexibility in route selection when provisioning online service connections.

B. SUMMARY AND OUR CONTRIBUTION

In the circuit-switched network, for the past several decades, the LL routing algorithm has been used as a benchmark because it generally does best in terms of lower connection blocking probabilities. Even though ML techniques have been tried in various areas, including communication networks, to the best of our knowledge, no ML technique has been applied to enhance the routing performance of a circuit-switched network with adaptive routing. The reason behind this is the large size of the state space of a circuit-switched network with adaptive routing. Accordingly, the key novelty and contribution of this paper is to incorporate an ML approach in the LL routing algorithm. This enables the ML technique to provide extra information, in addition to the link traffic load information, to the LL routing algorithm to decide the best candidate route for provisioning service connections. Specifically, we extend the supervised naïve Bayes classifier based on network snapshots that record historical network state information. This is then used to decide the future connection blocking probability of an entire network if a service connection is set up on a specific candidate route between a pair of nodes. Based on this, we can decide the best candidate route, i.e., with the lowest future connection blocking probability of the network, to serve a service request. The key idea behind this is to ensure that the establishment of a service connection along the selected route would least impact the successful establishment of future service connections. Our results show that this ML-assisted LL algorithm significantly outperforms conventional LL routing. In addition, to speed up the simulation of a learning process based on a large number of network snapshots, we also develop a framework to incorporate the proposed approach in a parallel computing system. A network control system supporting naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is also described.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the machine learning-assisted LL routing algorithm, where we give the motivation for employing ML, introduce the supervised naïve Bayes classifier, and describe how this can be used to enhance the LL routing algorithm. In Section III, we present a network control system for implementing the proposed ML-based LL routing algorithm in a real network. We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in Section V, where a framework to incorporate the proposed approach in a parallel computing system is designed for speeding up the learning process based on a large number of network snapshots. This is used to simulate and study our proposed approach and compare its performance with other routing schemes. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. MACHINE LEARNING-ASSISTED LEAST LOAD ROUTING ALGORITHM

Machine learning techniques can be broadly divided into three main categories, i.e., supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. In this study, we employ the supervised naïve Bayes classifier [37], which
belongs to the category of supervised learning. This is used to enhance the performance of the LL routing algorithm.

We first introduce the motivation for developing our ML-assisted LL routing algorithm. We then describe the basic concept of the supervised naïve Bayes classifier and apply this ML technique to assist LL routing for better performance.

### A. OCCASIONAL INEFFICIENCY OF LL ROUTING ALGORITHM

Although the LL algorithm is the most efficient to date for routing in circuit-switched networks, it can still be improved because under certain circumstances, some inefficiency is observed that may lead to poor performance. Fig. 1 shows such an example.

![Diagram of inefficiency of least loaded routing](image)

**FIGURE 1. An example of the inefficiency of least loaded routing.**

Consider the network in Fig. 1, where the capacity utilization of link i is denoted by \( u_i \). For a connection request between nodes s and d, the LL routing algorithm would consider the link capacity utilization as the cost of each link to search for a path between the node pair with the smallest sum cost. Accordingly, in this example, the LL routing selects the route (S-1-2-3-D) with a sum cost of 0.99 though there is a shorter route (S-4-D) with a trivially higher sum cost of 1.0. In this case, the selected LL route is longer than the second route and consequently consumes more link capacity overall to establish the service connection. This presents a dilemma on whether we should choose the LL route with the least congestion or the shorter route with less overall capacity usage. This dilemma has not been addressed in the conventional LL routing studies due to its high challenge. In this study, we address this by using ML-assisted LL routing to improve performance in terms of connection blocking probability over what would otherwise be achievable by the simple LL routing algorithm with the smallest sum cost.

### B. SUPERVISED NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER

In the area of machine learning, naïve Bayes classifiers are simple classifiers that are based on Bayes’ theorem and on strong (naïve) independence assumptions among the various features. It is capable of calculating the probabilities of different output classes for each input instance.

Let a vector \( X \) represent a problem instance, and \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) represent n features of an instance. Assume that there are \( k \) class labels, \( C_1, \ldots, C_k \). Naïve Bayes is a conditional probability model, represented by \( P(C_k | X) \), which denotes the instance probability of \( C_k \) given \( X \). Using Bayes’ theorem, we can express this conditional probability as

\[
P(C_k | X) = \frac{P(C_k) \cdot P(x_1, \ldots, x_n | C_k)}{P(x_1, \ldots, x_n)}
\]

The “naïve” conditional independence assumption assumes that each feature is conditionally independent of other features, and the instance probability can therefore be written as

\[
P(C_k | X) = \frac{P(C_k) \cdot \prod_{j=1}^{n} P(x_j | C_k)}{\prod_{j=1}^{n} P(x_j)}
\]

### C. SUPERVISED NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER-BASED LEAST LOAD ROUTING ALGORITHM

We propose to improve the routing performance of the LL routing algorithm by incorporating the supervised naïve Bayes classifier. This is used to predict the future potential connection blocking probability of an entire network if a service connection is established on a certain candidate route between a pair of nodes, according to the current network capacity utilization status. Based on this predicted blocking information and the current load on each candidate route, we select the one that has the best combination of both low load and a small impact on future service connection establishment. We expect that this will help the LL routing algorithm to reduce further the overall service connection blocking probability in the network.

It should be noted that we use the supervised naïve Bayes classifier for this prediction because it is easy to implement with an online learning process. Of course, there is possibility of employing other ML algorithms for similar purposes, which is however out of the scope of this study.

1) NETWORK SNAPSHOT

In the supervised naïve Bayes classifier, a vector \( X \) represents a problem instance. Here we define the network snapshot as a part of the classifier instance. This network snapshot records the information on the capacity status of each network link. Whenever a new service request between a pair of nodes arrives, we record the current network link capacity status as a snapshot. With time, we can then form a sequence of network snapshots as shown in Fig. 2. In each snapshot, the information on the total link capacity and capacity used on each link is recorded. For example, in Fig. 2, at \( t \) there is a service request arriving and the current link state is recorded as \( (W_j^{(t)}, U_j^{(t)}) \), where \( W_j^{(t)} \) denotes the total capacity on link \( j \) and \( U_j^{(t)} \) denotes the capacity used on link \( j \). It should be noted that these snapshots are not independent over time, but change with new service establishment and old service departure as in a Markov chain.

Though it is possible for the link total capacity \( W_j^{(t)} \) to vary with time, we assume that it is fixed. For a
circuit-switched network, e.g., telephony network, TDM-based circuit-switched network, and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network, it is practically justifiable to assume a link to have a fixed capacity. Though it is possible that, after some time, a link is upgraded with more capacity, the time scale for that would typically be of the order of a half-year or one year for a backbone network. This would be much longer than the time interval of service connection provisioning. In particular, we represent the network snapshot by a vector

\[ S^{(i)} = [U^{(i)}_1, \cdots, U^{(i)}_j, \cdots, U^{(i)}_L]^T \]  

(3)

Here superscript \( i \) denotes the \( i \)-th network snapshot, which is the one when the \( i \)-th service connection request arrives, \( L \) is the total number of network links, and \( U^{(i)}_j \) is the total number of capacity units (e.g., circuits, time slots, or wavelengths) used on link \( j \). \( U^{(i)}_j \) can be considered as a feature \( x_j \) in vector \( X \).

2) PREDICTING BLOCKING PROBABILITY FOR A SERVICE REQUEST BETWEEN A PAIR OF NODES

Given a network snapshot (which includes the information on the network link capacity usage), when a new service request between a pair of nodes arrives, we use the supervised naïve Bayes classifier to predict its blocking probability. For this, we first define the problem instance (or vector) to be classified as

\[ X = [S, sd]^T \]  

(4)

Here \( S \) denotes a network snapshot defined as in (3) and \( sd \) is the index of the node pair requesting a service connection; note that the latter is also to be included as a feature of the vector \( X \). This new request may be either established or declined depending on the current network capacity utilization. Let the binary variable \( Y \) denote the outcome of the classifier when it is given the input \( X \). Specifically, \( Y = 0 \) if the call request between \( sd \) is served (i.e., a route is found and the request can be satisfied); otherwise, \( Y = 1 \) if the call request between \( sd \) is blocked.

We define the conditional probability \( P(Y = 1 | X) = P(Y = 1 | (S, sd)) \) as the potential blocking probability of a service request between node pair \( sd \) based on the current network snapshot \( S \). Using Bayes’ theorem, this conditional probability can be written as

\[ P(Y = 1 | X) = \frac{P(Y = 1) \cdot P(X | Y = 1)}{P(X)} \]  

(5)

For a circuit-switched network where connection requests arrive dynamically, \( P(Y = 1) \) denotes the overall network-wide blocking probability of the service requests that have arrived. Let \( H \) be the total number of requests that have arrived and \( I \{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \} \) is an indicator function, which is 1 if the \( i \)-th arrived request is blocked, then statistically

\[ P(Y = 1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \}}{H} \]  

(6)

This effectively calculates the ratio of blocked service requests to the total number of requests that have arrived.

We now consider the probability \( P(X | Y = 1) \) which is the probability of finding the network in state \( S \) with a request initiated between node pair \( sd \) given that the service request is blocked. Using suitable independence assumptions, this may be expanded as follows.

\[ P(X | Y = 1) = P(S | Y = 1) \cdot P(sd | Y = 1) = \prod_{j=1}^{L} P(U_j = U^S_j | Y = 1) \cdot P(sd | Y = 1) \]  

(7)

Here we assume that the capacity usage on the links is independent of each other, and that they are also independent of the node pair that initiates the request. It should be noted that for the performance analysis of a circuit-switched network, it is very common, but valid to assume the independence of capacity usage on each link. Representative works with such an assumption are ample in the literature, e.g., [3], [6]. \( U^S_j \) is the number of capacity units used on link \( j \) in the network snapshot \( S \), and \( P(U_j = U^S_j | Y = 1) \) is the probability that the number of capacity units used on link \( j \) is equal to \( U^S_j \) when a service request is blocked.

We can now calculate \( P(U_j = U^S_j | Y = 1) \) and \( P(sd | Y = 1) \) based on statistics using the following two equations.

\[ P(U_j = U^S_j | Y = 1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \{ U^{(i)}_j = U^S_j \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \}}{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \}} \]  

(8)

\[ P(sd | Y = 1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \{ sd^{(i)} = sd \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \}}{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \}} \]  

(9)

In (8), \( I \{ U^{(i)}_j = U^S_j \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \} \) is an indicator function which is equal to 1 if the \( i \)-th service request is blocked and the number of capacity units used in link \( j \) is equal to \( U^S_j \). In (9), \( I \{ sd^{(i)} = sd \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \} \) is an indicator function, which is equal to 1 if the \( i \)-th service request is initiated by node pair \( sd \) and it is blocked. The denominator in both (8) and (9) is the total number of connections out of \( H \) which were blocked.

We also need to find \( P(X) \) for use in (5), which is derived as follows.

\[ P(X) = P(S, sd) = P(S) \cdot P(sd) = \prod_{j=1}^{L} P(U_j = U^S_j) \cdot P(sd) \]  

(10)
Here \( P \left( U_j = U_j^S \right) \) and \( P \left( sd \right) \) are calculated as follows.

\[
P \left( U_j = U_j^S \right) = \frac{\sum H I \left[ U_j^i = U_j^S \right]}{H}
\]

\[
P \left( sd \right) = \frac{\sum H I \left[ sd^i = sd \right]}{H}
\]  

(11)  

(12)

Here \( I \left[ U_j^i = U_j^S \right] \) is an indicator function which is equal to 1 if the number of capacity units used on link \( j \) is equal to \( U_j^S \) when the \( i \)th service request arrives, and \( I \left[ sd^i = sd \right] \) is an indicator function which is equal to 1 if the \( i \)th request is initiated by node pair \( sd \).

3) NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER-ASSISTED LL ROUTING

Having explained how to use the naïve Bayes classifier to predict the blocking probability of a service request between a pair of nodes, we next describe an enhanced LL routing algorithm assisted by the supervised naïve Bayes classifier.

Assume that there is a new service request arriving between a node pair \( sd \) and that, at that moment, we have a network snapshot \( S \) that records the capacity usage on each link. We also assume that between node pair \( sd \), multiple candidate routes are available for establishing this service connection. These routes can be pre-calculated offline. The issue then would be which route should be selected for service connection establishment. The conventional LL routing algorithm would always choose the one with the least load, even though it may lead to capacity over-consumption under some situations (and consequently, higher blocking for subsequent connection requests). Here the term capacity over-consumption is defined as the amount of extra capacity required by a selected LL path compared to the shortest path otherwise chosen. For example, if the shortest path of a service connection has two hops, while its selected LL path has three hops, then the capacity over-consumption in this scenario is one unit if the service connection uses one unit of bandwidth.

In the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, in addition to the traffic load on a route, we also consider how the establishment of a service along this route would affect the successful establishment of future service connections from the perspective of the service blocking probability of the whole network. Thus, the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm aims to achieve the best balance between the two objectives.

To implement the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, some prior route calculations are required. That is, for each node pair \( sd \), we first find offline all possible (or \( K \) shortest) routes between all pairs of nodes based on a network topology. The set of candidate routes between node pair \( sd \) is denoted as \( R^{sd} \). This route information is static and stored in a network central controller.

Then for an online service request between node pair \( sd \) received, we first remove from \( R^{sd} \) all the routes that do not have sufficient remaining capacity. Next, considering each route in \( R^{sd} \), we find how the service establishment along this route would affect the establishment of other future service connections in the network. Here for each candidate route \( r_k^{sd} \in R^{sd} \), let us first assume that we use it to establish a service connection, after which the network snapshot \( S_k \) would be updated to

\[
S_k = S_c + r_k^{sd}
\]

(13)

Then based on \( S_k \), we estimate the potential service blocking probability between any node pair \( s'd' \) (after a service connection is established along \( r_k^{sd} \)) as

\[
BP_{sd}^{sd,k} = P \left( Y = 1 \mid \langle S_k, s'd' \rangle \right)
\]

(14)

This blocking probability can be calculated by equations (5)-(12).

We can then calculate a network-wide blocking probability (after a service connection is established along \( r_k^{sd} \)) as

\[
BP^{sd,k}_{\text{net}} = \sum_{s'd'} l_{s'd'} \cdot BP^{sd,k}_{s'd'}
\]

(15)

Here \( l_{s'd'} \) is the ratio of traffic load between node pair \( s'd' \) to the total traffic in the entire network. The relationship \( \sum_{s'd'} l_{s'd'} = 1 \) holds and \( l_{s'd'} \) is statistically calculated as

\[
l_{s'd'} = \frac{\sum H I \left[ s'd'^{(i)} = s'd' \right]}{H}
\]

(16)

where \( I \left[ s'd'^{(i)} = s'd' \right] \) is an indicator function to tell if the \( i \)th service request is initiated by node pair \( s'd' \). Obviously, the route that has the smallest \( BP^{sd,k}_{\text{net}} \) should have more preference to establish a service connection since its establishment would result in the lowest blocking probability for future service connections.

In addition to \( BP^{sd,k}_{\text{net}} \), for each route \( r_k^{sd} \in R^{sd} \), we also estimate their sum load on their traversed links. Specifically, this sum load is calculated as

\[
u^{sd}_{k,i} = \sum_{l \in r_k^{sd}} u^{sd}_{k,i}
\]

(17)

where \( u^{sd}_{k,i} \) is the capacity utilization on the \( i \)th link of route \( r_k^{sd} \), defined as

\[
u^{sd}_{k,i} = \frac{U^{c}_l}{W_i}
\]

(18)

Here \( W_i \) is the number of total capacity units on link \( i \) and \( U^{c}_l \) is the number of capacity units used on link \( i \) in the network snapshot \( S_c \). A route with the smallest \( u^{sd}_{k,i} \) is considered the least congested or having the least load and we would prefer to establish a service connection along this route to avoid network congestion.

The naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing considers both the load on each route as well as how the establishment of a service connection along this route would affect the successful establishment of future service connections in the network. Specifically, we select the route based on the following equation.

\[
k^{*}_{sd} = \arg \min_{k} \left( BP^{sd,k}_{\text{net}} \cdot u^{sd}_{k} \right)
\]

(19)
which chooses a route with the least load as well as having the lowest impact on the success of future service connection establishment.

It should also be noted that there is no significant change of computational complexity for the LL routing algorithm after it is incorporated with the naïve Bayes classifier since the classifier just provides the weight parameters for the LL algorithm to choose the best route. The parameters are estimated earlier before a new service connection request arrives, which would not become an extra computational burden for the LL algorithm.

4) ONLINE LEARNING PROCESS
The proposed approach can be implemented as the following online learning process. Upon the arrival of a new service request, the process described in the previous sub-section selects a route for establishing this new service based on historical network data (i.e., all the information on snapshots and service provisioning before this service request). Once the current service request is either satisfied or blocked, the network snapshot (when this request arrives) and this request become historical data for the route selection of future service connections. The process continues during the course of network service provisioning, and more historical data is accumulated as more service requests arrive.

To simulate the above online learning process based on the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, we present its pseudocode as follows.

Repeat
    
    For a new service request between node pair \( sd \), \( Z^{sd} \)
    
    Decide its eligible candidate route set \( R^{sd} \) based on all the routes found offline for the node pair; //Here remove routes without sufficient capacity
    
    If \( R^{sd} = \emptyset \), then the service request is blocked; Otherwise
    
    For each route \( r_{k}^{sd} \in R^{sd} \)
    
    Calculate its sum load \( u_{k}^{sd} \) using (17), (18); Calculate the potential network-wide blocking probability \( BP_{net,k} \) after \( Z^{sd} \) is established along \( r_{k}^{sd} \), using (13)-(16); specifically, in (14), \( \hat{P}(Y = 1 | (S_{k}, s'd')) \) is calculated using (5)-(12);
    
    Select route \( k^{*}_{sd} = \arg \min_{k} (BP_{net,k} \cdot u_{k}^{sd}) \) and establish the service request along the route; Update all the related parameters in (5)-(12) accordingly.

In the above learning process, Laplacian smoothing is used when initially calculating some terms. This is performed as follows.

\[
P(Y = 1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\} + 1}{H + 2}
\]

\[
P\left( U_{j} = U_{j}^{S} | Y = 1 \right) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ U_{j}^{(i)} = U_{j}^{S} \wedge Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\} + 1}{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\} + W_{j} + 1}
\]

\[
P(sd | Y = 1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ s'd^{(i)} = sd \wedge Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\} + 1}{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\} + m}
\]

\[
P\left( U_{j} = U_{j}^{S} \right) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ U_{j}^{(i)} = U_{j}^{S} \right\} + 1}{H + W_{j} + 1}
\]

\[
P(sd) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{H} I\left\{ s'd^{(i)} = sd \right\} + 1}{H + m}
\]

\[
u_{k,i}^{sd} = \frac{U_{i}^{S}}{W_{j}} + \alpha
\]

where \( W_{j} \) is the total number of capacity units on link \( j \), \( m \) is the total number of node pairs in the network, and \( \alpha \) is a small value set as \( 10^{-6} \).

It may also be noted that during the course of service provisioning and learning, all the system parameters in (5)-(12) are updated for each arriving service request, regardless of whether it is served or blocked.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF ML-ASSISTED NETWORK CONTROL SYSTEM
In Section II, we described the mathematical fundamentals of applying the naïve Bayes classifier to assist the LL routing algorithm. In this section, we introduce how this ML-assisted routing algorithm can be implemented for handling real-time service requests in an operating network in the context of a network control plane as shown in Fig. 3.

We assume a centralized network control system with a single network controller. This assumption is reasonable since today’s Software Defined Network (SDN) control system is implemented in just such a way. In addition to providing a user interface for service establishment, the central controller monitors and records the state information of an entire network. When provisioning a service connection, the central controller consults its ML-processor to provide the information on whether the request should be blocked or accepted and, if the service request is accepted, then to decide the best route to be used for establishing a service connection.

The ML-processor first carries out initial learning for an actual network based on a forecasted traffic load matrix, which provides an approximate prediction of traffic load between each node pair. After this initial learning, the ML-processor can obtain an initial set of learning parameters for (5)-(18). Subsequently, the control plane starts to accept real network service requests. It consults the ML-processor on whether a service connection can be provisioned, and if so, it will provide a route for service establishment. Thus, the service provisioning process itself is a
learning process. In addition to provisioning services, the ML-processor performs online learning based on the information of the current service request and the network snapshot when the request arrives. The parameters in (5)-(18) will also be updated accordingly when online services are provisioned.

The ML-processor feeds back the route information to the network central controller and the latter triggers signaling to establish a service connection. Meanwhile, it also sends the information on the current network snapshot and service connection to a network state database (i.e., NS-database) for storing the network historical state information. Note that this database is only used to store the historical network state information, not for online ML-processor learning. The ML-processor carries out its learning process in an iterative way. Specifically, the arrival of each service request would trigger a new learning iteration to update the parameters in (5)-(18). It should be noted that the learning process only updates the parameters in (5)-(18) based on a single network snapshot when the service arrives, rather than starting from zero to carry out learning based on all the snapshot information stored in the NS-database. Similarly, if there is upgradation of network link capacity, we can implement a similar re-learning process to update the related parameters.

Finally, in addition to service arrival, we also need to consider the scenario of service release after a service completes its mission. When this happens, the central controller instructs the data plane to release the related network resources and informs the ML-processor to update its current network state information. However, in this process, the related parameters in (5)-(18) are not updated and no network snapshot is forwarded to the NS-database for storage.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

A. TEST CONDITIONS

We assume that new service connection requests arrive following a Poisson arrival process with an arrival rate of \( \lambda \) per second. Each service connection request has a mean holding time of \( \frac{1}{\mu} \) seconds following an exponential distribution. We normalize our time measurement using \( \frac{1}{\mu} = 1 \) so that the traffic load between each pair of nodes may be considered to be \( \lambda \) erlang. For all the study schemes, we used the same random seed to generate the random service request arrivals. We consider two test networks: (1) the 14-node, 21-link NSFNET network and (2) the 21-node, 25-link ARPA-2 network as shown in Fig. 4. In the NSFNET network, the number of capacity units in each link is random and is uniformly distributed within the range of [5, 27]. The traffic load between each node pair is generated randomly with a uniform distribution within the range of \([0.45, 0.45+X]\) erlang where \(X \in \{0.15, 0.3, \ldots, 1.05\}\). In the ARPA-2 network, the number of capacity units in each link is similarly randomly distributed within a range of [5, 31] and the traffic load between each node pair is generated within a range of \([0.07, 0.07+X]\) erlang where \(X \in \{0.07, 0.14, \ldots, 0.49\}\).

For performance comparison, we have also run simulations based on the adaptive shortest path routing algorithm and the
conventional LL routing algorithm. The shortest path routing algorithm always finds an eligible route with the smallest number of hops based on the current network capacity usage. This is adaptive shortest path routing, not a fixed one. The conventional LL routing algorithm uses the link capacity utilization as the “cost” of each link and then finds a feasible route with the smallest $u^d_{ij}$ in (17) by using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Both the algorithms try to find their own best eligible routes between a pair of nodes. If no such routes can be found, the service request would be blocked and discarded. Each blocking probability point of the shortest path routing and the conventional LL algorithms is evaluated based on $10^8$ service request arrival events.

**B. INTEGRATE THE PROPOSED LEARNING APPROACH IN A PARALLEL COMPUTING SYSTEM**

We have designed a framework to incorporate the proposed approach in a parallel computing system as shown in Fig. 5 so as to fast learn a large number of service arrivals and network snapshots. The system is made up of a cluster controller and cluster computers (or computing clients). The cluster controller is the central brain of the whole parallel learning system, which is responsible for distributing the learning tasks to the computing clients and gathering the results fed back by the latter. The computing clients work in parallel and feedback the results of their learning to the cluster controller. We have constructed a prototype of this parallel learning system in our laboratory as shown at the two bottom corners of Fig. 5. The system contains 10 mini-computers, one Ethernet switch, one power supply module, and three fans. Each mini-computer has a 4.0-GHz quad-core CPU and 8-GB memory [38].

**FIGURE 5.** Parallel learning system.

Fig. 6 shows how the proposed naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is incorporated in a parallel learning system. For each round of learning, the cluster controller splits the learning data into multiple sub-data sets. For example, consider a learning round with 100 million service arrival events. We first generate 10 learning sub-tasks with each learning one million arrival events. The cluster controller distributes each one-million-event sub-data set to a particular cluster computer for parallel learning. We assume that there are ten such cluster computers. Upon receiving the learning sub-tasks, each cluster computer starts to learn independently and in parallel. In addition to counting the number of blocked events, they also learn network snapshots and update the related parameters in (5)-(18). Once a cluster computer completes its one-million-event learning sub-task, it feeds back the number of blocked events as well as the parameters that are learned to the cluster controller.

Once the cluster controller receives this information, it updates the total number of blocked events of the entire system and the related parameters in (5)-(18) by integrating all the feedback information from all the cluster computers. For example, $\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \left\{ U^{(i)}_j = U^S_j \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\}$ counts the total number of situations when the $i^{th}$ service request is blocked and the number of capacity units used on link $j$ is just equal to $U^S_j$ in an H-arrival-event sub-task. For each cluster computer, after learning one million arrival events, we can find its corresponding number $\sum_{i=1}^{H} I \left\{ U^{(i)}_j = U^S_j \land Y^{(i)} = 1 \right\}$, where $n$ is the index of the cluster computer in the parallel system and $k$ is the round index of learning that the cluster computer executes. Thus, for each round of learning, with the cluster computers executing the parallel tasks, we have a corresponding sum parameter at the $k^{th}$ round as $\sum_{n \in \text{Cluster}} s_k^n$, where Cluster denotes the set of cluster computers. In a similar way, we can update other related parameters for the learning process.

In order to learn the whole routing system as much as possible, we need to have multiple rounds of learning. Continuing with the previous example, as the total number of simulated arrival events is 100 million and each round of learning performed by the parallel system can simulate 10 million arrival events, we need to run 10 rounds of parallel learning. Each time when one round of learning is completed, the cluster controller initiates another round of learning. When doing this, the cluster controller forwards the parameters in (5)-(18) learned based on the previous round to each of the cluster computers. The latter use these updated parameters to carry out learning for another round of arrival events and meanwhile collect the information for updating the related parameters. The entire learning process terminates when the total number of planned learning events are reached. Then the cluster controller finds the final service connection blocking probability and the final updated parameters in (5)-(18).

For the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, we employ the above parallel learning system to
carry out dynamic-event driven learning with $10^8$ call arrival requests. Between each node pair, all the eligible routes are considered for the route selection in the algorithm based on the current network capacity utilization status. As mentioned before, these routes are found offline and stored in a central controller. We employed the parallel learning system containing ten min-computers as shown in Fig. 5 to carry out the learning process, in which one computer functions as a cluster controller as well as a computing client and all the other computers function as computing clients. Ten rounds of learning are executed with each round learning 10 million service arrival events and one client learning one million service arrival events. The overall blocking probability of the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is then calculated based on the total $10^8$ call arrival requests.

C. SERVICE CONNECTION BLOCKING PERFORMANCE

We first compare the service connection blocking probability for the different routing algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the blocking probabilities of the NSFNET and ARPA-2 networks with an increasing interval of random traffic load per node pair $X$. In the legend, “LLA” corresponds to the conventional LL routing algorithm, “SP” corresponds to the adaptive shortest path routing algorithm, and “ML-NB-LL” corresponds to the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm.

Fig. 7(a) shows the results of the SP and conventional LL algorithm for the NSFNET network with 95% confidence intervals based on Student-t distribution. For the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, we do not show its confidence interval because of the extremely large number of network snapshots learned (i.e., up to $10^8$ arriving requests). We can see that the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm achieves the lowest blocking probability among all the three routing algorithms, the conventional LL routing algorithm ranks second in terms of blocking probability, and the shortest path routing algorithm performs the worst. It is reasonable to observe that the conventional LL algorithm outperforms the SP algorithm since the former aims for balancing the load in the whole network by always choosing a route with the least congestion. However, our proposed naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm outperforms the conventional LL algorithm because in addition to the traffic load on each route, it also considers the future potential network-wide blocking probability predicted based on the historic service provisioning data when a service connection is established on a specific route. By considering this data, the LL algorithm chooses a lightly loaded route that also has the least adverse impact on service connection establishments in the future, if a service connection is indeed established on this route. A similar observation can be made for the ARPA-2 network (see Fig. 7(b)) where the performance ranking of the three algorithms in terms of blocking probability is the same.

Currently, there is a general consensus that the LL or least congested routing algorithm is the method of choice for good routing performance and therefore it can be used as a benchmark for routing methods aiming at minimizing blocking probability. However, as shown by our earlier example of Fig. 1, the LL routing algorithm may suffer from resource over-consumption in certain situations, which would adversely affect its efficiency. In this study, with the assistance of a machine learning technique, i.e., the naïve Bayes classifier, we have demonstrated that the blocking performance of the LL algorithm can be improved further by learning from the historical network service provisioning data (i.e., network snapshots).

D. IMPACT OF NUMBER OF SNAPSHOTS LEARNED

Learning network snapshots is an important step to ensure good performance for the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm. Thus, we also evaluated how the number of network snapshots learned (which is equal to the number of arrived service requests) can impact the service connection blocking performance. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where the legend “Single” corresponds to the case of a single computer for the simulation, the legend “Para” corresponds to the case of parallel computing, and the legend “Time”
corresponds to the time required for simulating to learn a certain number of arrival events.

In the NSFNET network, the traffic load between each node pair is randomly generated within the range of [0.45, 0.6] erlang, and the total number of capacity units on each link is randomly distributed within the range of [5, 31]. For the SP and conventional LL algorithms, as there is no learning process, their blocking performances remain almost unchanged after one million service arrival events. Nonetheless, for the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, we see that with an increasing number of service connection requests, i.e., the number of network snapshots learned, its blocking performance at first improves and then stays almost the same when 50 million arrival events are learned. Moreover, the final blocking performance of the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is always better than that of the other two routing algorithms.

In addition, specifically for the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, because there are up to 100 million arrival events to learn, which is very time-consuming for a single computer, the parallel learning system has also been employed for the study. In Fig. 8(a), we also compare the times taken by a single computer and the parallel computing system. We see that the learning time can be significantly shortened by the parallel learning system. For example, for learning 100 million arrival events, the computation time can be reduced by over 85% with the parallel learning system, from almost 7 hours to only about an hour. This indicates the computational efficiency of the parallel learning system for the machine learning process. Note that, in the future, we may further increase the number of computers in the parallel system for an even shorter computation time since this system can be easily expanded.

We have also conducted similar studies for the ARPA-2 network, in which the traffic load between each node pair is randomly generated within the range of [0.07, 0.14] erlang, and the total number of capacity units in each link is randomly distributed within the range of [5, 31]. As shown in Fig. 8(b), we observe that the blocking performance and the computation times for the different schemes are similar to those of the NSFNET network. Here, for the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, the blocking performance also almost does not change when 10 million arrival events are learned and the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm can always achieve better performance than the other two routing algorithms. We see that parallel computing technology can help to reduce up to 90% computation time for the machine learning process.

E. HOW DOES NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER HELP TO AVOID NETWORK CAPACITY OVER-CONSUMPTION FOR LL ALGORITHM

The improved performance of the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is attributed to its learning capability from the historical network service provisioning data (i.e., network snapshots). As a result, this effectively avoids the network capacity over-consumption that the conventional LL algorithm may suffer from in some situations. In the following, we demonstrate by our analysis and simulations how this has been achieved.

In Fig. 9, we show the extra hop count for each established service connection compared to their shortest paths. For example, suppose that the shortest path between the node pair of a service connection (based on the physical topology) has $K$ hops. However, considering the network resource usage status, the final selected route by the LL routing algorithm is not the shortest one, but a longer one. The number of hops $\Delta$ by which this is larger than $K$ is defined as the extra hop count for the route compared to the shortest path. The hop count of this selected route is $K + \Delta$. Thus, in Fig. 9, $\Delta = 0$ means the case of the shortest path and $\Delta > 0$ means that the selected route is longer than the shortest path. We compare the hop count distributions of established service connections for the shortest path routing algorithm, the conventional LL routing algorithm, and the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm. For the former two, only 10$^6$ arriving requests are simulated as its blocking probability stabilizes after this number of arriving requests occur, as shown in Fig. 9. For the latter, we simulated 10$^8$ arrival requests and collected the above distribution data only for the last 10$^8$ arrival requests.

According to the results in Fig. 9, most of the service connections are provisioned on their shortest routes with $\Delta = 0$. However, large percentages of the service connections are also provisioned on the second and third short-
est routes. In some cases, very long routes with $\Delta = 10$ could be used under the LL routing algorithms since they only consider the least congested routes while ignoring the actual hop counts of the selected routes. This occurs even though the LL algorithms also by default partially consider the hop count, which is weighted by the link capacity utilization. We also calculated the average number of extra hops for the provisioned service connections for the other three routing algorithms (see the sub-captions of Fig. 9). It can be found that in the NSFNET network, the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm shows the smallest number of extra hops compared to the other two routing algorithms. This implies that the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm manages to control well the extra hops needed by the routes to avoid over-consumption of network capacity when choosing the LL routes. Consequently, it significantly reduces the service connection blocking probability as shown earlier in Fig. 7.

F. CAN WE IMPROVE BLOCKING PERFORMANCE OF CONVENTIONAL LL ROUTING ALGORITHM BY SIMPLY UNIFORMLY CONTROLLING EXTRA HOP COUNTS?

We see that the ML-assisted LL routing algorithm can improve the blocking performance over the conventional LL routing algorithm by differently controlling the extra hop count to the shortest path for each established service connection. Then a further question for us is: Can we also improve the blocking performance by simply uniformly setting a limit on the extra hop count to the shortest path for the conventional LL routing algorithm when establishing a service connection? We did this by extending the conventional LL routing algorithm to incorporate this extra hop count limit in the algorithm when searching for a least loaded route in a network. We show the related results of blocking performance with the various extra hop counts as shown in Fig. 10. Here we consider the NSFNET network with the capacity units on each link distributed within the range of [5, 27], and with the traffic load per node pair distributed within the range of [0.45, 0.45 + $X$] erlang, where $X$ is the interval of traffic load between different node pairs. From the result, we can see that with an increasing extra hop count to the shortest path, the lightpath blocking performance improves at the beginning but, however, gets saturated after a certain threshold for the extra hop count. More specifically, when the extra hop count grows to 4, a further increase of this parameter would not bring the improvement of blocking performance, till it becomes a full version of the conventional LL routing algorithm when the extra hop count becomes infinite. This observation implies that this strategy does not help to improve the blocking performance for the conventional LL routing algorithm by simply controlling the extra hop count uniformly for all the node pairs. Instead, this kind of control is more
effective when it is done differently for different node pairs according to the current network status, as in the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm. This verifies our claims on the unique capability and benefit of the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

We have considered the blocking probability benchmark established by the conventional LL routing algorithm. We have demonstrated that this benchmark can be further improved because LL routing may over-consume network capacity under certain circumstances when selecting an LL route to provision a service connection. In the past, it has been difficult to find an effective way to avoid this type of inefficiency. In this paper, we employed a machine learning technique to develop a naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm to effectively overcome the above capacity inefficiency. This allows us to break through the blocking performance benchmark of the conventional LL algorithm. We have considered network snapshots as the historical data for machine learning. This has been applied to a supervised naïve Bayes classifier to predict the potential blocking probabilities of future call requests in the whole network if a service request is established along a certain route. With this information, a route that has a low load as well as a low adverse impact on the success of future service connection establishment is selected. To implement the learning process based on a large number (hundreds of millions of) of network snapshots, we have designed a parallel learning system built based on a large number (hundreds of millions of) of network snapshots, we have designed a parallel learning system built.

Simulation studies have demonstrated that the proposed naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm indeed achieves significant improvement over the benchmark performance set by the conventional LL routing algorithm. Moreover, we have also investigated the phenomenon of over-consumption of network capacity by the conventional LL routing algorithm. We demonstrated that the conventional LL routing algorithm has a much larger number of extra hops for service connections provisioning than that of naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm. Thus, the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm is effective in controlling well the extra hops needed for service connections when these are provisioned based on the LL routes. For the naïve Bayes classifier-assisted LL routing algorithm, we also observe that its blocking performance is closely related to the number of network snapshots learned. An increasing number of network snapshots can lead to a lower blocking probability through more effective learning. Finally, we find that the parallel learning system that we employed specifically for learning the required large numbers of network snapshots is computationally efficient. Up to 90% of the time can be saved for the learning process, which significantly accelerated our simulation studies. We hope that this work would revive the research interest in the routing technique for the circuit-switched network by adopting the routing methodology proposed in this paper.
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